“SID THE SCIENCE KID THEME SONG”
Hey is this thing on?
Hey Sid, what do you say,
What'chawanna learn today?
I want to know why things happen and how,
And I wanna know everything now.

How does this thing work?
Why does that stuff change?
How does that do what it just did?

What's up with the sky?
Do you think i can fly?
The world is spinning and I wanna know why.
I got a lot of questions and big ideas, I'm Sid the Science Kid.

“I WORK YOUR BODY”
Work your body everybody,
Work your body like you should.
Everybody work your body,
Make your body feel real good!

Your brain loves the activity
Of when your body hustles.
Your blood provides the oxygen
To build up all your muscles.

So giddy up and go,
It gets your heart a pumpin'.
It’s time to energize yourself,
Come on, let's get to jumpin'!

Work your body everybody,
Work your body like you should.
Everybody work your body,
Make your body feel real good!

“I LOVE CHARTS”
CHORUS:
I like checking out charts 'cause charts rule!
A chart is a handy dandy scientific tool.
It gives you information you can see with your eyes
A chart lets you visualize.
You get the picture? So do I!
Checking out charts!

May I please draw your attention to this weather chart?
I tell you this chart is a work of art!
I see clouds on Friday and rain on Monday
And look! There’s gonna be sun on Sunday!

“I I MAGNIFY”
CHORUS:
I magnify.
You better believe that’s what I do!
I make things look bigger so you can see 'em better,
I bring it all closer to you!

Come on look through my looking glass
At an itsy bitsy teeny tiny blade of grass.
Dig that detail my oh my!
I magnify.

I magnify.
And you better believe it's magnifique!
You wanna see how things really really look?
Just pick me up and take a peek.

I offer you this invitation
For some up close and personal observation.
You'll be amazed when you give me a try,
I magnify.

When it comes to makin' things look bigger
You know I'm in charge!
I make something that's really small
Look mighty mighty mighty mighty mighty mighty large!

I magnify.
I can show you a butterfly's wings.
Just look through me and you can see
Some of the world's tiniest things.
I'm here to help.
Pick me up and use me.
I'm a scientific tool.
You ought to choose me!

Look through my glass and you'll see why
I magnify.

I'm a magnifying glass.
Have some fun and try it.
I take something little and I magnify it.
Dig that detail, my oh my,
I magnify!

REPEAT CHORUS

“I MY BEST GUESS”
Look at those geese flying south for some sunny sun,
There's so many I couldn't count every one.
How many are there in that gaggle of geese?
I'd estimate there's a hundred at least.

Well I'm not sayin' it's an absolute fact...
There's too many to count, so I can't be exact.

(OVER)
**CHORUS:**
I'm just sayin' that's my best guess,
I mean more or less.
Could I be off a little?
Yes, I guess!
It's hard to count each one you see.
But that's what my best guess would be.

How many stars are shining bright in the endless sky?
Does that number exist?
Is that number too high?
Are there a million? A billion? A trillion? What's next?
Quadrillion? Quintillion? Googolplex!

**REPEAT CHORUS**

**"A WORLD WITHOUT WHEELS!"**
Yeah! Rock it! Wheels!

**CHORUS:**
Feel the rolling sensation,
Wheels!
Spinning in a perfect rotation.
When tires hit the gravel,
Rev up it's time to travel,
And you know how great that feels!
It's wheels!

Now if you didn't have wheels
How's your racer gonna roll?
How's your truck gonna truck?
How's your stroller gonna stroll?
If you didn't have wheels
How's your skateboard gonna skate?
And how's your elevator
Ever gonna elevate?
With Wheels!

**REPEAT CHORUS**

**"THE LITTLE CAN DO CLOUD"**
Three little clouds were hanging around,
Floating above the land.

One little cloud was dreaming out loud,
And this was her plan:
She said...I've got big dreams, I'm gonna make you proud.
I'm gonna grow and grow and grow, 'till I'm a big rain cloud.
Oh, yes I am!

So the little white cloud floated over the plain,
'Cause she once read in the paper,
That all a cloud needs to make some rain,
Is a whole lotta water vapor!

She said...I've got big dreams, I'm gonna say it loud.
I'm gonna grow and grow and grow, 'till I'm a big rain cloud.

That little cloud, she grew into the biggest cloud in the nation!
Then her thunder rolled, and down it came...Precipitation! Water!

Well, her raindrops fell and watered the ground.
They fed all the plants and the flowers.
And the birds and the bees and the mango trees,
They all had a lovely shower!

And she said...I've got big dreams, and I'm awfully proud.
I'm putting on a show with a bright rainbow,
'Cause I'm a big rain cloud.
I've got big dreams, and I'm awfully proud.
I'm putting on a show with a bright rainbow,
'Cause I'm a big rain cloud.

**"CATCH A (SOUND) WAVE"**

**CHORUS:**
Waves of sound
Are ridin' through the air.
Waves of sound for the world to hear.
Take the time to listen
To the sounds that you've been missin'.
Waves of sound bring music to my ears.

Sound waves float in different lengths.
Sound waves come in different strengths.
A tuba is big, so is a football crowd.
A whisper is soft, a rockin' band is loud.

Your ears hear traffic and a song with rhyme
And Mom calling you for dinner at the very same time!
Some sounds are so loud you hold your ears when you're near 'em.
Some are so small you can barely hear 'em.

**REPEAT CHORUS**

**"BREATHE IN, BREATHE OUT"**

Breathe in,
Breathe out,
It's a natural thing
That's always happening.

Breathe in,
Breathe out,
In peaceful rhythm now.

Inhale, exhale,
Let the oxygen
Come on in.

Breathe in,
Breathe out,
In peaceful rhythm now.

Your body needs oxygen
To operate,
Breathe in,
Breathe out,
It happens naturally,
Well, I think that's great.

Giraffes and whales
Fill up their lungs.
People and animals
Old and young.

Breathe in,
Breathe out,
As steady as the rain,
It's controlled by your brain.

Breathe in,
Breathe out,
In peaceful rhythm now.